CONTRACT TOOL ACCOUNTS

The fixed-cost custom solution for tools, supplies, and consumables on any capital project or sustained operation

No project can afford to overspend on tools. You need to know you can stay on schedule and on budget. While many companies can provide you with tools, AMECO Contract Tool Accounts (CTAs) offer a highly flexible solution programs that provide a cost-effective way to rent and manage small tools, consumables, and supplies. Our CTAs reduce risk and uncertainty while guaranteeing you have the tools and supplies you need, when you need them.
CTA programs average 6 to 8 percent savings on tool cost

WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

Fixed cost means knowing costs up front
AMECO provides a total true cost up front that includes everything – staffing, administration, freight, mobilization, logistics, tracking, and consumables. We offer a fixed dollar per hour rate and hold it throughout the life of the project, no matter how long.

No surprises
Many companies can provide you with tools, but purchase overages and unforeseen budgeting shortfalls are common. Our customers do not see any unpleasant surprises. Project closeout goes smoothly, and we remove all materials with no buyback charges.

Expertise like no other
AMECO means experience. From expert site managers to buying power with manufacturers and vendors to tool management technology – it all translates to savings for customers. Our team proactively inventories, so we are never reacting and never without the right tools. We know which tools each craftsman needs, and we make sure they have them.

What a CTA can include
- Protection against tool loss, theft, and abuse
  On a typical construction project, the tool loss average is approximately 12 percent, but on AMECO projects, tool loss is down to 5 percent. How do we do it? Not only do we use proven processes, expertise, and a strong supply chain to help reduce tool loss, we are able to keep track of where tools are located with our proprietary STAR Tool Tracking system.

- Relax, you have AMECO
  When we are on site, our customers do not have to worry. We take the pressure off worrying about tools and let you focus on completing the project. We are your backroom support system, managing all aspects of your tool program and freeing you up to manage your job.

- About AMECO
  AMECO is a global leader in integrated mobile equipment and tool solutions. We provide a wide range of services to the construction, mining, government, and industrial markets around the world. When we give our word, we keep it. We accomplish this by bringing top-tier people, practices, and assets together to reduce your total costs and provide you with the best customer experience possible.

CONTACT THE EXPERTS TODAY
Team up with experts you can trust and save time and money from Day 1. Contact us today for a free assessment and custom solution plan.

www.ameco.com
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